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Key Points

Cover some best practices regarding reporting 
for:
– Labor Reports
– Operations Reports
– Corporate Reports
– Fraud Detection



Labor Reports
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Labor % Sales 
High and Low Labor
Scheduled and Predicted Hours



Labor % Sales

● Use Top and Bottom to show low and high performers  



High and Low Labor
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Actual Schedule Predicted
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Employee Counts
Server Performance 



Employee Counts

• Do you have enough 
employees for each 
job?

• How does your 
restaurant compare to 
others?
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• Do you have enough 
employees for each 
job?

• How does your 
restaurant compare to 
others?

• Can be used for 
ordering employee 
uniforms.
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Corporate Reports

P &L or Budgets
Cash Over / Short



P & L Planned vs Actual
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Fraud Detection Reports



Fraud Detection

Manager Deletes
Re-opened Cash Checks
No Sales/Open Drawer Count



Manager Deletes

● Are there managers deleting from checks when they 
shouldn't be?

● Are there buttons on your registers that you would like 
to track?



Manager Deletes After Hours

● How about after hours?
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● How about after hours?
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Re-Opened Cash Checks

● Is there a pattern with certain employees?
● Compare with other stores to see what the average is
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No Sale/Open Drawer Count



Key Points

Cover some best practices regarding reporting 
for:
– Labor Reports
– Operations Reports
– Corporate Reports
– Fraud Detection



Questions?



Up Next

2:45 Networking Break
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Key Points

Cover some best practices regarding reporting 
for:
– Labor Reports
– Operations Reports
– Corporate Reports
– Fraud Detection

Why? To give you some ideas and share best practices

-A lot of these reports may not apply to you directly
Or you may want a slightly different version of the 

report

The main questions you should be asking are:
-What issues can you get more insight into or solve 

using what you currently have?
-Is there additional data that would be useful in 

MIRUS?
-How can I apply the examples here to create 1 report 

that will benefit my company? 



  

 

Labor Reports

The first set of reports I will cover is Labor reports.

We all know that managing and controlling labor is 
important.

What I have noticed with clients new and old, is that 
sometimes clients over look the power of simple 
Labor reports. Some clients think they need to 
integrate EVERYTHING and all of their data systems 
from SOS to customer survey before sending out a 
few labor reports to some key players like managers.



  

 

Labor Reports

Labor % Sales 
High and Low Labor
Scheduled and Predicted Hours

The 3 reports I will show you are:
Labor % Sales 
High and Low Labor
Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Labor % of Sales & High and Low labor you can create 
without any special integration.

Scheduled and predicted hours is an example of a report if 
you were to add one integration (scheduled labor)



  

 

Labor % Sales

● Use Top and Bottom to show low and high performers  

Here is an example of Labor % of sales, and using the 
top and bottom feature, I am able to see the top 3 
and bottom 3 stores with labor as a % of sales

This is useful especially when you don't know the 
exact percentage to use a measure filter by value.

Some days it may be 10% some days it may be 15%.

The top and bottom feature will always just give you 
the top and bottom (without knowing the exact 
percent)



  

 

High and Low Labor

This is High and low labor, but presented in a graph.

You can see gross sales is the blue and Total labor $ is 
the black line

The X axis is the hours of the day



  

 

The 2 spots that a user should pay attention to are the 
11AM and the closing.

So at 11AM, when you have your highest gross sales, 
your labor is 11%. This is when your staff is weeded 
and you are packed. You can't just bring people in for 
the hour to handle your peak.

 
The 10PM time, you are closed. Looks like you did 

send people home, but now people are cleaning up 
(so you should expect to have a higher labor) 



  

 

Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Everyone has actual Labor
If you were to integrate Scheduled Labor, Mirus could 

populate Predicted hours (which is Scheduled Labor 
minus the Actual)

John from Sizzler broughtup scheduled labor in his 
presentation earlier.

This was ran as if Friday Sept 7
So there have been 2 days worked



  

 

Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Example:
Here we are looking at Cleaning
For Wednesday, Arturo was scheduled for 2 hours, but 

actually worked 6 hours



  

 

Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Example:
Thursday Arturo was scheduled for 2 hours, but 

actually worked 6.43 hours



  

 

Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Example:
So for the week, Arturo was scheduled for a total of 10 

hours, He was off Sun & Monday
but in 2 days, he has already worked 12.49 



  

 

Scheduled and Predicted Hours

Actual Schedule Predicted

Example:
Here is Predicted Hours
Wed & Thursday are the actual hours worked
Friday – Tuesday is what is left in the week (that he is 

scheduled)

Which means for the week he is predicted to work 18.49 

This is helpful for managing labor & Overtime

We have worked with different scheduling data, the most 
popular is HotSchedules but we can do NBO and others.

Before we move on to the next section, Does anyone 
have questions about these labor reports? 



  

 

Operations Reports

Next we are going to cover operations report.

A big misconception I see with clients is the notion that Mirus reporting is 
only good for the corporate level. Only those in marketing, financial 
planning and analysis, or accounting would benefit. 

This is not true. There is so much data there that would be helpful to 
operations as well. Sometimes this gets lost in translation because 
store managers, district managers, or regional leaders don't build 
reports. 

If your operators don't create reports, and you are unsure what the 
operators would like, I suggest you create only 1 report and share it 
with them. Then get their feedback. They will tell you what else would 
be helpful.

You can also re-evaluate current alerts that go out to them so monitor its 
effectiveness.



  

 

Operations Reports 

Employee Counts
Server Performance 

The 2 operations reports I will share with 
you are: 

Employee Counts
Server Performance  



  

 

Employee Counts

• Do you have enough 
employees for each 
job?

• How does your 
restaurant compare to 
others?

This is a report with Store, Job and count.

The way I got count is that I put employee on the 
report and used Total Hours divide by total hours (to 
have a 1) then summed the total line for the job 
name.

I used the setting on the total line to show just the job 
name totals (do not see the employees)



  

 

Employee Counts

• Do you have enough 
employees for each 
job?

• How does your 
restaurant compare to 
others?

• Can be used for 
ordering employee 
uniforms.

Here you need to order 102 Tshirts across the 2 stores.



  

 

Server Performance

This report is looking at server performance



  

 

Server Performance

You can see it is detailed by Store, Employee Gross 
sales



  

 

Server Performance

There is a check Average as well as a ranking on 
Check Average



  

 

Server Performance

Discounts and Discounts % of Sales



  

 

Server Performance

Sales per labor hour as well as a rank on the sales per 
labor hr

For this report example, Sales per Labor hour is the 
most important hence why there is a sort to find the 
Employee that has the highest sales per labor hour



  

 

Server Performance

Here, you see Dawn has the highest Sales per labor hr 
and the lowest check average

But sales per labor hour is more important to me that is 
why Dawn is first

Thresholds like this can further be defined with Sorting 
or filters. And as you learned earlier in the trainings, 
they can be highlighted with visualization like a KPI 

Again, this is just an example using discounts, sales 
per labor hour, check avg.. you can tailor this to fit 
how you judge your business.

Questions?



  

 

Corporate Reports

Most clients after implementation have a set of reports 
that they are trying to create . Then further along 
their learning curve they will start requesting 
integrations that would help corporate reports.



  

 

Corporate Reports

P &L or Budgets
Cash Over / Short

Now I am going to go over 2 report examples that if 
you don't have, should think about.

For me, the engagement session really reminded me 
how important P & L  and reconciliation reporting are.

In Dave's engagement session, I thought I had a solid 
answer to his question of rolling out the delivery, but 
the P and L was what really made change my mind 
completely.



  

 

P & L Planned vs Actual

Here is an example of PandL data where we have 
loaded planned PandL data as well as PandL Actual 
data

We have integrated different accounting systems: 
Great Plains or Compeat 

We also have clients who take their actual sales data 
to formulate their Actual P and L data



  

 

P &L Planned vs Actual

This example is showing the accounts but if you 
wanted to do a summary level We can do that as 
well 



  

 

Cash Over / Short

Most clients have Cash Over/short reporting.



  

 

Cash Over / Short

This Cash over/short is unique because Mirus has the 
granularity of how much the Shift was over or short



  

 

Cash Over / Short

As well as what the Safe was over or short



  

 

Cash Over / Short

Which then there is a total of Cash Over/short



  

 

Cash Over / Short

There is a further step on this report that looks at this 
cash over short total as compared to Net Sales

So this store num 3219, has a cash shortage that 
makes up 24% of Net Sales → They did 2198 in Net 
Sales

Questions?



  

 

Fraud Detection Reports

Last year, I did a presentation on Fraud, and I had so many 
questions afterward. For me, I think Fraud reporting is a topic that 
many clients would love to have, but some find that the challenge 
is the time it takes to create the report or even they are stuck on 
“what do they report on”.

It is similar to cleaning your house. You would love to do it, if you had 
the time. And when you do have the time, you don't know where to 
start. For me, it is easiest to just start somewhere like the 
refrigerator. Once you get that done, you can stop and say that 
was good for today. Or you can continue to then wash the dishes.

 Sure, you did not finish the whole house, but maybe in a week you 
can do the pantry. Every little bit helps. You have to start 
somewhere. 

For me, I think even starting at one report, even if it is not the BEST 
report, gets the ball rolling. That one report will get you to ask 
questions which will lead you further down the path.



  

 

Fraud Detection

Manager Deletes
Re-opened Cash Checks
No Sales/Open Drawer Count

So today, I will cover :
Manager Deletes
Re-opened Cash Checks
No Sales/Open Drawer Count

Hopefully these 3 reports will get the 
conversation rolling for you in terms of is 
this something you want to report on 
and/or where can you get this data 



  

 

Manager Deletes

● Are there managers deleting from checks when they 
shouldn't be?

● Are there buttons on your registers that you would like 
to track?

This report I Store, manager and the delete amt & Qty



  

 

Manager Deletes After Hours

● How about after hours?

This is exanded to hours.



  

 

Manager Deletes After Hours

● How about after hours?

Here we are looking at 10PM. The restaurant closes at 
9PM.

Why would a manager need to delete an hour after the 
restaurant was closed? 

If Managers can delete an hour after closing in your 
restaurant, then this would not be a major flag, but if 
this was not allowed then this could be a potential 
problem.



  

 

Re-Opened Cash Checks

Re-opened cash checks

Here we are looking at a report that flags when an 
employee has a re-opened cash check that has a 
void



  

 

Re-Opened Cash Checks

This report is looking at Quarter to date to see if there 
are certain employees that do this often.

As you can see Ashley from Store 5209 had a cash 
check that had a void for 25.74



  

 

Re-Opened Cash Checks

● Is there a pattern with certain employees?
● Compare with other stores to see what the average is

As a side note: some Point of Sales have re open 
check information or you may know other information 
that you would want to bring into Mirus to report on 
and monitor.

This is to give you an idea.



  

 

No Sale/Open Drawer Count

This report reports on the number of times the drawer 
was open or the “No Sale” Button was pushed.

This is detailed out by Terminal Name and drawer.



  

 

No Sale/Open Drawer Count

As you can see there are 4 stores that have a high 
number 



  

 

No Sale/Open Drawer Count

 Store number 34 has the highest count with 31 No 
Sale Counts at the Bar

This could be a training issue or it could be theft.

Any questions?



  

 

Key Points

Cover some best practices regarding reporting 
for:
– Labor Reports
– Operations Reports
– Corporate Reports
– Fraud Detection

We have covered a lot.

-A lot of these reports may not apply to you directly
Or you may want a slightly different version of the 

report. The main thing was to just give you some 
examples that you can think about.

Talk to your account coordinator if you have any other 
ideas.

The main questions you should be asking are:
-What issues can you get more insight into or solve 

using what you currently have?
-Is there additional data that would be useful in 

MIRUS?
-How can I apply the examples here to create 1 report 

that will benefit my company? 



  

 

Questions?



  

 

Up Next

2:45 Networking Break

3:00 Panel Discussion


